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The Bergman-Wei! integral representation is employed to write a double dispersion rela
tion (in energy and momentum transfer) for a square diagram with arbitrary stable masses. 
The relation consists of a sum of three integrals the first of which coincides with the usual 
Mandelstam representation. The last two integrals vanish upon transition to a normal mass 
ratio ( 0 - 27T ) . 

l. In a previous paper, [1] the author has consid
ered the most general form of multiple dispersion 
relations which follow from the Bergman-Wei! rep
resentation and reduce to the Mandelstam repre
sentation in a particular case. As a first example, 
the triangular diagram for a vertex part has been 
investigated, for which a double dispersion relation 
in the squares of the external momenta was written 
down. In the present paper we consider the next 
example: the square diagram for a scattering am
plitude (Fig. 1). Using the method developed in the 
previous paper, we write down a double dispersion 
relation in the energy and momentum transfer for 
this diagram, which is valid in the presence of 
anomalous singularities, when the Mandelstam 
representation breaks down. 1> 

We consider here the most general case of ar
bitrary internal masses and use the method of the 
previous paper. [1] 

2. Let us consider the diagram for the scatter
ing amplitude of Fig. 1. We shall use the notation 
(see [4•5]) 

f.t;k = (mJ + m% - pJk) I 2mtmk, 

eik = arc cos !lik' 0 = 812 + 823 + 034 + 814 

( i, k are adjacent indices). Let us also write, for 
brevity, x = J.lt3• y = J.l24· 

In the simplest case, when all Oik + Ok[ :::::: 7T 
(and hence 0 :::::: 27T ), the physical sheet is defined 
by the condition that for y > 1 the following-dis
persion relation holds (see, e.g., the paper of 
Gribov et al. [5]): 

1lRecently, the papers of Fronsdal et aU2 ] and Islam [•] 
appeared, in which the Bergman-Weil representation was ob ... 
tained for the special cases of equal[2 ] or pairwise equal['] 
cosines !Lik· These representations have a very special 
character and cannot be generalized to the case of unequal 
masses or a larger number of variables. 

-1 

A (x ) = _!.. \' A1 (x', y) dx'· 
'Y :rt .l x'-x ' 

-oo 

A = _1_ In V 1- V (x2 - 1) K 
1 VK V1+ f(x2 -1)K' 

K = det l!!ikl, V1 = ~ ~:. 
(1) 

The Mandelstam representation [S] is easily de
rived from this: 

-1 -1 

A X = _!_ \' ___t!:i_ \' .:.3:J{_ 2:rt6 (K) 
( 'y) :rt2 .) x'-x .) y'-y VK(x', y') 

O(x)={1, x>O. 
0, x<O 

00 -00 

(2) 
The transition to anomalous mass values, for which 
Oik + Okz > 7T, and to the case 0 > 27T is effected by 
analytic continuation of the relation (1) in J.lik• as 
was done, for example, in [5]. 

However, the analytic continuation of the repre
sentation (2) in J.lik is not trivial, since the singu
larity of the integrand passes through the boundary 
of the region of integration, x' = -1, y' = -1. We 
can increase J.L12 in such a way that the lines x = .6..1 

=cos (0 12 + 023 ) and y = .6..1 =cos (0 12 + 014 ) be
come singular (for this it is necessary that 012 

+ 823 > 7T and 012 + 014 > 7T ). If also 0 :::::: 27T, a 
Mandelstam representation can be written down 
for the function A ( x, y) which coincides formally 
with the analytic continuation of formula (2), if the 
upper limits of the integration over x' and y' are 
replaced by .6..1 and .6..1, respectively. 

As J.L12 is increased further, so that 0 becomes 
larger than 27T, the amplitude A(x,y) acquires a 
singularity on a part of the surface K( x, y) = 0 
which does not any more lie on the usual cuts in 
the x and y planes. 

''t( 
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FIG. 1 
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FIG. 2 

3. We shall assume, for definiteness, that 

e34 +:el4 < l't, 823 + es, < l't, e > 2n. 

In Fig 2 we show, in the plane of real x and y, the 
lines x = ± 1, x = ~j =cos ( Bik ± 8kl ), y = ± 1, 
y = ~j. and the lines K(x, y) = 0, denoted by 
r1, ... 'rs. 

We may conclude from the analysis of the sin
gularities of a square diagram of Tarski C7J and 
Vladimirov [10] that the singularities of the func
tion A(x, y) are the following: x = -1, y = -1, 
x = ~2• y = ~2. the arc P0P 1 of the curve r 5, and 
the complex surface :Z 1, joining P 0P 1 and the arc 
P 3P 2 of the curve r 1• The curve r 1 itself is also 
singular, but only in the limit x - :X ± iE, y - y 
.::p iE (see Fig. 2). The last three singularities 
are determined by the equation K(x, y) = 0. 

The function A(x, y) is therefore analytic any
where outside the hypersurfaces representing the 
cuts coming from the singularities enumerated 
above: 

Lx: X = ~2 - r, 0 < r < oo; 

Ly: y = ~~ - r', 0 < r' < oo; 

Mxy: K (x, y) = - r, 0 < r < oo. 

We note that K(x, y) > 0 in the regions beyond 
the curves rj of Fig. 2 and K(x, y) < 0 between 
the curves rj. 

If y = y - iE, we have two cuts in the x plane: 
Lx and Mx,y-iE. which intersect one another at 
some point xy (Fig. 3). This implies that in the 
point xv the cut Mxy migrates from the first 
Riemann sheet of the branchpoint ~2 to the sec
ond sheet. We are therefore only interested in 
the part of the cut Mxy from the singular point 

-I 

o,ry'-i[) 0 

~, zv Liz 

o,ry'•ie) 

FIG. 3 
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to the point of intersection. It is this part which 
is the boundary of the region of analyticity of the 
function A(x, y ). For values of y for which the 
singular point 0 1 ( y) itself disappears from the 
sheet under consideration, the cut Mxy does not 
belong at all to the manifold of boundaries of the 
region of analyticity. 

Let us determine the curve along which Lx and 
Mxy intersect for y = y + iE. Setting y = y - iE in 
the equation K(x, y) = - r and separating out the 
imaginary part, we obtain 

aKjaK Im X= e ay ax . (3) 

From this we find the desired equation for the de
termination of xv in the form 

aKJ ay = o. {4) 

Part of the curve satisfying this equation is indi
cated in Fig. 2 by the dashed line P 0P 2• 

After the equations for the cuts have been chosen, 
it is easy to write down a dispersion relation in a 
single variable. For example, if yp0 > y > ~2• the 
dispersion relation in x has the form (see Fig. 3) 

-1 

A ( ) 1 C A1 (x', y) d ' 
X, y = n j x' -X X 

-00 

In the last integral arg K = 1r, 0 1 ( y ) is the 
smaller root of the equation K(x, y) = 0; in the 
second integral arg K = 7f for x' < xy, arg K 

(5) 

= -7f for x' > xy, where xv is determined by (4). 
Equation (5) coincides with (42) of the paper of 
Gribov et al. [s] 

With the help of (3) and Fig. 2 we can now fol
low the motion of the singular point 0 ( y - iE) as 
y moves along the real axis. 0 (y- iE) appears 
on the physical sheet in the point P 0 [here, ac
cording to {3), Im 0 ( y- iE) changes sign, but P 0 

lies on the cut and hence 0 ( y - iE ) goes from one 
sheet of the Riemann surface to another]. As y 
is decreased, the point 0 ( y - iE ) moves along the 
arc P 0P 1 and subsequently emerges on the upper 
complex half plane, while Re 0 (y- iE) moves 
along the line P 1P 3, then along the arc P 3P 2, and 
disappears again from the sheet under considera-
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tion in the point P 2• Im D ( y - iE) > 0 everywhere 
for y = y- iE. 

We can now write down the Bergman-Weil rep
resentation for the function A( x, y) (see [1] and 
references quoted there ) : 

(6) 

(7) 

1 \' dx' \' dy' QA (x', y') 
113 = (2ni)2 ~ x'- x ~ K (x', y')- K (x, y)' 

Lx Mxy 
(8) 

J- --1 ~ dy' ~ dx'PA (x', y') 
23- (2ni)2 y'- y K (x', y')- K (x, y) · 

Ly Mxy 
(9) 

The integration along each of the cuts goes along 
both lips in the positive direction. The functions 
P(x, y; x', y') and Q(x, y; x', y') are determined 
by 

K (x', y')- K (x, y) = (x'- x) P (x', y'; x, y) 

+ (y'- y) Q (x', y'; x, y); (10) 

their explicit forms are not needed here. 
J 12 and J 23 can be rewritten in the form 

~l ~~ 
J 1 ~ dx' \' dy' ( 1 ') 

12 = J12 J x' - X ~ y' - y p X ' y ' (11) 
-co -oo 

Ll~ [:\(Y'+i<) 
1 \ d' { · dx'Pp' (x', y' +is) 

J !3 = ---; ,.J!_ \ K' - K n " y - y 
-00 

Q,(y'-iE) 
\ dx' Pp' (x', y'- is)} 
j K'-K . (12) 

Here 

p (x, y) = (2i)-2 (A++ -A+- -A_+ +A _ _),K' = K (x', y') 

(13) 

and, for example, A+-= A(x+iE, y-iE'); p'(x,y) 
is the analytic continuation of p ( x, y ) in the re
gion of integration in (12). p ( x, y) can be obtained 
either from the dispersion relation (5) or by cal
culating the Feynman integral for the diagram of 
Fig. 1 with all four denominators replaced by o 
functions. [B] 

We then obtain 

Ll, Ll1 

J _ _1_ 1 ___!}!'___ \ -.!!!!_ zne (Kl 
12- n• ~ x'- x J y'- y YK(x',y')' (14) 

--co -oo 

"'2 o,(u'+it) 
1 \ dy' (' dx'·P-2n 

J 23 = l12 J y' - Y j . CK'- K) Y K (x', y') ' 
• o.<u'-lE) 

Ll1 

arg K (x', y') =- n. (15) 

The path of integration in the x' plane is indicated 
in Fig. 3 by a wavy line. 

Analogously, 

""· o,(x'+i<) 
1 \' dx' (' dy'·Q·2n 

J 13 = J12 j x' - x ~ . (K' - K) Y K (x', y') ' 
Ll, o,(x -lE) 

arg K = -n. 

(16) 

We see that the integration in J 23 ( J 13 ) goes only 
over that part of the intersection Mxy n Ly 
(Mxy n Lx) which extends beyond the limits of 
Lx( Ly). 

4. Let us discuss some of the properties of our 
representation. Assume that J.Lik is varied in such 
a way that () - 21r. Then we must necessarily have 
~2 - ~1 and ~2- ~1. The integrals (15) and (16) 
vanish since their limits become equal. Thus we 
obtain the Mandelstam representation (14) for 
A(x, y ). 

The discontinuity of the function A ( x, y) on the 
cut Lx for x < ~1 is given by the integral (14), and 
for ~1 < x < ~2 • by the integral (16). The magni
tudes of the discontinuities are calculated directly 
and are the same as in (5). The discontinuity of 
the function A ( x, y ) on the anomalous cut is, by 
definition, equal to - 4p', as can be seen from 
(12). This result again agrees with (5). 

Thus the representations (13), (15), and (16) 
have the necessary analytic properties. The tran
sition from the double dispersion relations (14) to 
(16) to single variable dispersion relations can be 
effected in the same way as in [1]. 

5. We have considered a single but rather gen
eral case in which the only singular lines of the 
triangular type are y = ~2 and x = ~2 • The pro
posed method of investigation is general and per
mits us to write down a double dispersion relation 
for arbitrary values of the internal masses. 

In principle, it is possible to write down a rep
resentation of the amplitude A ( J.Lik) in more vari
abies (three, four, five, and six), having in view 
a future study of the analytic properties of produc
tion amplitudes (many-point graphs). Here one 
must use the analysis of Wu, [9] who investigated 
the analytic properties of the amplitude A(J.Lik) 
as a function of all six variables ( Pik or J.Lik). 

We note also that our method allows us to 
write down single-variable dispersion relations 
in an arbitrary region of variables in an easy 
manner, without using the rather laborious method 
of interlacing of contours which was employed, for 
example, by Gribov et al. [5] 

The author is grateful to K. A. Ter-Martirosyan 
for his interest in this work and comments. 
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